
WORLD OF TANKS HORRIBLE MATCHMAKING

Why does this game have such bad matchmaking! I'm playing with my carriagehouseautoresto.com T 15 and suddenly I
see Tier 5 tanks that I can't even penetrate.

I consider myself very capable in any ship class except CV which I never play. Chances you end up with a
tank trying to fulfil a role which your tank is not meant to perform well in it so a match can start is not a
solution for me. Besides, how does my performance on one flank of the map in any way affect our other flank
melting? Evidently, something extraordinary has to happen for me to get active on the forums So I know
beforehand that the chances I get a decent game with any other class than light and a medium is pretty low,
and I skip the other classes completely. In this game, you have to take a risk to obtain some position or else,
you will be surrounded or losing points. I've tried to 'guide' my team to victory with being helpful in chat, but
usually their refusal to even acknowledge what I write, or outright hostility, mostly just means this devolves
into toxicity. MM still sucks, why i use sucks instead of need improving?? Member since: After the update it
seem to put weaker player in 1 team while place all the good player in another team which making me and
other unlucky players into losing straight with little chance of wining. I have the skills to carry, but seemingly
last week and in periods throughout the last month I have not even been given teams competent enough to
allow me to carry them. Like all ships moving to 1 side You'd be forgiven for thinking I was a bad player,
judging by my winrates in these ships. Now it seems matchmaking is punishing me for them. Kudos to you for
making it through my rant :D - Bratyn. Solely bad matchmaking You do not pick t6 heavy in a t8 fight I
started patching up my bad stats from years of playing with distractions, and things were going well. No
matter how hard I tried. It just makes me mad because every time I'm trying to hunt for tier 3 and tier 4 tanks
or even SPG's, there always in the way and suddenly I end up getting tracked and I die! On the other hand my
teams seem to not doing their job properly and go solo, didnt know how to play LT and HT and also left 1 or 2
most important place empty. Profanisaurus 8 Posted 12 May - PM le sigh. Turns out that now, with 33 games
under my belt and having unlocked the Daring, I only have 


